
PARCEL FORM: MN/Model Predictive Model Survey 1996 FIPS: 171      Random Point Number:               
*Each parcel form must include a copy of the topo (enlarged) showing the area(s) surveyed, parcel conditions, and the location of the random point
Team: BRW   County: Wright (171)  Township:               Range:                      Section:                       QQ:                      
Topographic map:                                                                   Township Name:                                                               
Name of recorder:                                           Date(s) recorded:                              Date(s) surveyed:                                

Last names of crew:                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                    _____                   
Landowner Name                                                                                           BRW contact person:                                 
Address                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                            Telephone:                                  
Tenant name and address if different from landowner                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                       
Agreement to remove and keep artifacts? Y / N; if no, who return to/when?                                                                          
Conditions/Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                               

General Description of parcel (Include all landforms present and parcel conditions):                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                             
Survey methodology: (Give % of each and show on map, also include total number of shovel tests-total % should equal 100%):
Walkover                   %;   Unsurveyable                     %: checked +/-                    %;
No surface visibility: Natural                %: #ST                  ;    Manmade                 %: #ST                  
Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                                                                      

+/- Cultral resources identified?  (If yes, complete information below) Number of sites identified:                                                 

CULTURAL RESOURCES IDENTIFIED
FIPS No: 171      Random Point No:                                 Field Site #                                
Recorder:                                                                                  Dates Investigated:                                                         
Site Type: Prehistoric:                Historic:                 Designation:                                                                                     

Site Dimensions:(in meters): Length                             ; width                            ;depth:  unknown /                  cm
Give site location with regard to topographic features:                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                      
Disturbance: minimal    ; moderate    ; heavy     ; destroyed     ; unknown      Description: plowed    ; eroded     ; other:           

Site Description: Check all that apply
single artifact                artifact scatter             lithic scatter                 mound/earthwork          
structural ruin                rock alignment           rock art                        cemetery/burial                       Other         
Description                                                                                                                                                                   

+/- Clusters/concentrations of artifacts or Multiple sites? (show on map)     Describe:                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                 

+/- Features (check all that apply and describe) depressions            mounds              foundations           
description                                                                                                                                                                    

+/- Diagnostic artifacts recovered:  Ceramics: Grit tempered:                           Shell tempered:                      Other                    
Lithics:                                               Glass:                                  Metal:                                     Other                         
Lot numbers assigned:                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                        
Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                            

Page 2:  CULTURAL RESOURCES IDENTIFIED 1996    Additional Sites
FIPS No: 171  Random Point No:             Field Site #               Recorder:                              Dates Investigated:                  
Site Type: Prehistoric:               Historic:                Designation:                                                                                       



Site Dimensions:(in meters): Length                             ; width                            ;depth:  unknown /                  cm
Give site location with regard to topographic features:                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                      
Disturbance: minimal    ; moderate    ; heavy     ; destroyed     ; unknown      Description: plowed    ; eroded     ; other:           

Site Description: Check all that apply
single artifact                artifact scatter             lithic scatter                 mound/earthwork          
structural ruin                rock alignment           rock art                        cemetery/burial                    Other         
Description                                                                                                                                                                   

+/- Clusters/concentrations of artifacts? (show on map)     Describe:                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                 

+/- Features (check all that apply and describe) depressions            mounds              foundations           
description                                                                                                                                                                    

+/- Diagnostic artifacts recovered:  Ceramics: Grit tempered:                              Shell tempered:                       Other                
Lithics:                                              Glass:                                  Metal:                                       Other                         
Lot numbers assigned:                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                              
Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                     
FIPS No: 171  Random Point No:            Field Site #              Recorder:                           Dates Investigated:                       
Site Type: Prehistoric:                Historic:                 Designation:                                                                                     

Site Dimensions:(in meters): Length                             ; width                            ;depth:  unknown /                  cm
Give site location with regard to topographic features:                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                      
Disturbance: minimal    ; moderate    ; heavy     ; destroyed     ; unknown      Description: plowed    ; eroded     ; other:            
Site Description: Check all that apply
single artifact                artifact scatter             lithic scatter                 mound/earthwork          
structural ruin                rock alignment           rock art                        cemetery/burial                      Other           
Description                                                                                                                                                                   

+/- Clusters/concentrations of artifacts? (show on map)     Describe:                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                 

+/- Features (check all that apply and describe) depressions            mounds              foundations           
description                                                                                                                                                                    

+/- Diagnostic artifacts recovered:  Ceramics: Grit tempered:                       Shell tempered:                       Other                       
Lithics:                                                      Glass:                              Metal:                                  Other                         

Lot numbers assigned:                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                               
Notes:                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                            


